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To innovate you need to generate ideas 

!! Look at this 9 tips for entrepreneurs 
–! Crystallize your customers’ pain points 
–! Create an affordable solution differentiated from your 

competition 
–! Validate your MVP and gather testimonials 
–! Build a strong startup team and advisory board 
–! Bootstrap or seek angel investment/venture capital 
–! Pursue excellent customer service 
–! If things aren’t going well so far: Don’t be afraid to pivot 
–! If a pivot doesn’t save your company, then try to fail fast 
–! Always stay innovative to delight customers 

!! Idea generation and pivoting are key 
http://www.techvibes.com/blog/10-important-tips-for-entrepreneurs-on-their-first-startup-2015-07-30 
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Some common typologies of  
technological innovation 

 
Product     vs.      Process 

 
 

Radical   vs.   Incremental 
     or disruptive 

 
Technology-Push     vs.      Demand-Pull 

Schema by Greg Graff 
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What do they have in common? 



Although probably Ford never said this " http://quoteinvestigator.com/2011/07/28/ford-faster-horse/  
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What is a disruptive technology? 

!! A disruptive technology or disruptive innovation  
is a technological innovation, product, or service that 
eventually overturns the existing dominant technology or 
status quo product in the market.  

!! Good news for young dogs 1: old companies cannot overcome 
new competitors with disruptive technology 

!! Good news for young dogs 2: old companies generally cannot 
come up with new disruptive innovations 

!! Bad news for young dogs: Old companies are best at 
developing sustaining innovations. 



What is a disruptive technology? 
Performance 

Time / Resources devoted 

First technology 

Second technology 

Third technology 

Source: Adapted from Foster (1986) and from Christensen (1992) 



What is a disruptive technology? 



Why are incumbents (often) sitting ducks? 

!! Economic interest 
  . Better-off funding incremental supportive innovation 
  . Risk of accelerating substitution and destroying value 
  . Increasing returns to competence/installed base, trajectory lock-in 

!! Organizational logic 
  . Structural “fit”, interaction routines, collective tacit skills 
  . Successful strategies grow into mindless recipies 
  . Orthodoxies, rigidities, cultural homogeneity 
  . Internal resource allocation processes 
  . Lack of relevant, and well-located absorptive capacity 

!! Social heritage 
  . Network embeddedness (customers, suppliers, partners) 
  . “Ties that Bind”, unwillingness to challenge past commitments 
  . “Value networks” require collective agreement on change across firms 

Ideas by Prof Y. Doz. Sitting Ducks lithograph created by the poster artist Michael Bedard in the late 1970s 



!! They are disruptive for incumbents, supportive for challengers 

!! They mix technical , social and value innovations, making them difficult 
for incumbents to emulate ! 

!! They create / open vast new “low-end” markets to use a staging areas... 

!! They originate and spread below / beyond the radar screen of 
incumbents 

!! They draw on distant and diverse sources of knowledge 

!! They rely on new, or hard to enter, social networks 
Ideas by Prof. Y. Doz 

To challengers,  
disruptive technologies  
open a window of opportunity 



Two out of three start-ups 
are gone within  a year! 

!! Main reason: Bad idea 
!! (Secondary reason: Wrong assumptions) 

!! Students in ICT-Entrepreneurship must 
constantly review their own product idea 

!! The Netherlands needs innovative ideas 
–! More jobs 
–! Knowledge economy 

!! Fear of being leapfrogged 



Pivoting 

!! Starting something,  
determining it's not working, and then 
leveraging aspects of that technology  

!! Business attribute possessed by some of the 
world's most innovative companies. 

!! Example: 
–! Some tech entrepreneurs began with 

an idea for an online check-in app.  
–! When that did not bear fruit, they 

worked through ideas until they came 
to a photo sharing app. 

–! They ended up founding Instagram  
(sold to Facebook for $1 billion) 
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Idea Generation Methods 

!! Visioning – What does the future look 
like? 

!! Exploring – What could we do with 
new assumptions? 

!! Experimenting – Can we combine 
different ideas? 

!! Modifying – How can we modify 
current ideas? 

!! Example: Traffic jams 



Traffic jams example 

!! How will the traffic jam problem be solved? 

!! Visioning: Soon there will be no more oil left. We 
will all drive solar powered cars. 

!! Exploring: People do not want to take public 
transport because it is too slow, let’s reduce the 
maximum speed on highways to 80km/h 

!! Experimenting: Let us tweak gastax and public 
transport prices and see what happens to the 
traffic jams. 

!! Modifying: Let us add a helicopter to all cars and 
see if we still have traffic jams.  



Exercise 

!! Solve traffic jams using software and ICT 
–!Do it with your own product team 
–!Use a random idea generation technique 
–!Take notes of which technique you used and 

your final idea 



Visioning 

!! Follow trend-watchers closely 
!! Read science fiction novels 
!! Look at new technology and gadgets 
!! Delphi meetings: bunch of clever guys 
!! Ask yourself: 

–!Where do I wish to be in five years? 
–!What will the market for product X look like 

in 10 years? 
–!What will people spend their salaries on in 

five years? (think of your own mobile bill) 
–!Etc. 



Exploring 

!! Do market research 
!! Talk to customers 
!! Talk to potential customers 
!! Ask them for their “faster horses” 
!! Ask yourself: 

–!What can be improved in my life right now? 
–!What do I enjoy doing that’s (too) 

expensive? (bungeejumping, lasergaming, 
surfing, etc) 

–!What would change your life completely? 



Modifying 

!! Modify things around you 
–!Surf the web on your iPod 
–!Call your mom on your laptop 
–!Use your wireless router to forward your 

phone calls 
!! Ask yourself: 

–!What object I use daily can I modify so that 
it works better? 

–!What objects were recently modified that 
made these objects much more popular? 

–!Etc. 



Experimenting 

!! Experimentally combine things 
!! Wonder what it would be like if your kitchen was 

fully integrated 
!! Wonder what it would be like if your car could 

automatically drive to an address in your phone 
without your intervention. What would you do?  

!! Ask yourself: 
–! Can I think of useful combinations of existing 

technologies? 
–! Can I think of combinations of stuff we carry with us? 

(smartphones, watches, laptops, PSPs, etc.) 
–! Can I think of combinational sales (car and home 

insurance)? 
–! Etc. 



Use unstructured idea generation 

!! Bananas – Think of a ludicrous idea and modify it 
until it becomes a good product 

!! Yellow Pages - Do the same with the Yellow pages 

!! Change your setting – get out of the box 

!! Take a world problem... And solve it!  

!! Take a time during your day (in the bathroom, 
under the shower, before you fall asleep, etc) and 
develop a product 

!! Think up random problems/solutions and combine 
them to create a bigger problem/solution 



Some tips for sustainable 
entrepreneurship idea generation 

!! Products that represent an opportunity are 
–!Efficient: products that require fewer 

resources to deliver a basic or enhanced 
functionality than existing alternatives. 

–!Empowering: functional products that 
allow the user to be productive and “make 
things”. 

–!Non-toxic: environmental and social 
impact might be also created by finding 
alternatives to existing products that 
require the use of toxic components to 
deliver functionality. 

Source: Create Impact! Handbook for Sustainable Entrepreneurship 



Some tips for sustainable 
entrepreneurship idea generation 

!! Opportunities attached to services may involve: 
–! Provision of basic needs: this includes access 

to clean water, food, clean and renewable 
energy, health services, and education. 

–! Empowerment: empowering services allow 
people to further develop at a personal and 
professional level. 

–! Convenience: a good range of services are 
based on the idea of offering convenience that 
make life easier by saving time and money, or 
by making certain experiences more enjoyable. 

–! Efficient use of idle functionality: a new 
range of service-based opportunities is rising 
within what has been coined as “collaborative 
consumption”. 

Source: Create Impact! Handbook for Sustainable Entrepreneurship 



Some tips for sustainable 
entrepreneurship idea generation 

Source: Create Impact! Handbook for Sustainable Entrepreneurship 

entrepreneurship idea generation entrepreneurship idea generation 

Source: Create Impact! Handbook for Sustainable Entrepreneurship



Use requirements elicitation techniques 



Use improvisational theatre 



Take-Home 

!! Ideas are best when they are disruptive 
!! Think big, start small 
!! Be creative 


